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Truth Be Told is a compilation and refutation of the most commonly taught evolutionary ideas. It was

written and designed to prepare and equip students to deal with false evolutionary assumptions that

often make their way into many science books used in schools. This book will excite, encourage,

and inform students who want to know the truth. In the end, that truth leads the honest student to

the fact that this magnificent universe did not evolve, but rather was created by an all-powerful God.
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Excellent book! Proves true science does NOT support evolution.

Do you believe as I once did that the world is millions of years old? Read about the evidence of the

truth. Dinosaurs and humans together. Check out this book of information and decide for yourself.

These are things that evolutionist will not share with you. Do your own research...man and the world

is a little over FIVE THOUSAND years old. Do not take my word read about it in this interesting and

educational book.

This book is right on for exposing Evolution for what it is...a Myth. Anyone who would give this book

only one star is probably an evolutionist who doesn't want to be reminded that there is a God.

Evolutionist need to hold on to a god-less theory and don't want to see their theory debunked.This

book is great! It is written for kids (4th grade-middle school). I bought this book for my daughters

and also read it myself from cover to cover and learned a great deal from it. My children are in



public school where Evolution is taught as fact. This book is a great reference for students. My

daughters will often come home from school and look up what they were taught regarding evolution

(ie. Ice Age, Cave Men, Dinosaurs etc.)in their Truth Be Told book. I wish every child could own this

book to learn about all the loop holes in the theory of evolution that they aren't going to tell you

about in the media or public school.I actually came back to this website to order two more of the

books and read the bad review listed. There was a reason the reviewer's nephews (in the previous

review) were reading this book...because it contains the truth and their parents must have known

that. He (the reviewer) most likey became upset when he saw them reading this book because he

doesn't have a relationship with the creator of this earth.Yes, if I were an evolutionist and wanted to

pretend God didn't exist, I too, would be angry and give this book one star but, as someone who

believes that God created this world and everything in it, I give it five stars. We need more books

like this to counteract the myths being fed to us and our children.

I have taught both evolution (micro/macro) as well as creation science. This book in its format is

concise and easy to read. I like the chapter review questions. Excellent teaching tool.

This is a great book and easy to follow and to understand. It is important to realize that not all

scientists believe the evolutionary theory, though this is not widely published. The theory of

evolution has many holes in it and is based on many assumptions. Like any good scientist or

student we should ask questions instead of accepting statements at face value. This book offers

explanations and knowledge of proven facts, using science to restrain science from lapsing into

fantasy; or should I say,"from evolving into fiction"?

The goal of this book is: "exposing the myth of evolution." But evolution is irrelevant. This is a

necessary conclusion from what the book states.On page 19, we read the authors quoting Paul, "...

it was God Who 'made the world and everything in it.'"If we suppose that evolution is "in the world,"

the necessary conclusion would be, "God made it."Thus, if evolution really does exists, then God

made it. If it doesn't, then God made the world some other way.So the question, does evolution

exist, is -- just -- not -- important.Now that we have gotten rid of that obsession, we can re-evaluate

whether we (including the authors) have followed the book's excellent advice, "We all must study

the Bible so that we can properly understand it and teach it, and we must be honest with the facts of

nature. When both are correctly understood, they will not disagree." (Pages 36-7.)Perhaps we

(including the authors) have, until now, interpreted both the Bible and nature, while under the



influence of dogma.But now we can re-evaluate, for instance, what it says in Genesis 1:5, "... And

the evening and the morning were the first day."From this, and from Jewish tradition, we know that

the first day was composed of the first dark period and the following light period. In order to know

how long God's first day was, we need to know something about the length of God's first dark

period.Does the Bible say how many hours God had existed when he said (v. 3), "Let there be

light?" It does not. Therefore, we do not know how long God's first day was.If we really needed to

know that, the Bible would have just told us.If we really needed to know any of the other details of

how God created the world, the Bible would have just told us.

This book claims, on the basis of a boneheaded literalism, that the earth is only a few thousand

years old, and that humans and dinosaurs coexisted. (It even has a picture of dinosaurs pulling a

cart).If this book is right, God is a liar, and has deliberately lied to us in the Great Book of Nature; in

geology, astrononomy, and biology. I find that thought blasphemous, and consider biblical literalism

to be a form of idolatory.And, incidentally, it is telling young people that everything they learn 9n

science classes at school is a lie. parents, is that what you really want for your children?

If someone endorses this book to you, run. If someone uses the term "creation science" with a

straight face, mock them. If this book is gifted to you or your children, destroy it. It contains no

science, no facts, no truth. If your goal is to dumb down your children, this is the book for you. If you

want to hobble their chances later in life to be productive, knowledgeable adults, get this book.

"Humans and dinosaurs together?" This is laughable on so many levels, but sad at the same time

because these people are allowed to vote. There is no 'two sides to the evolution argument; no

controversy. The only controversy is why people are allowed to claim there is a controversy. The

Bible is not a science book.America, we can do better. In fact, pick up an actual science book

written for the layman; "Why Evolution is True", by Jerry Coyne.
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